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DATA SHEET

LAST NAME
FIRST NAME

DATE OF BIRTH

POSITION
HEIGHT
WEIGHT

NATIONALITY
CLUB

PREFERRED FOOT

FORMILIANO DUARTE

FABRICIO OROSMÁN
14/01/1993

CENTRE-BACK

1.86CM

URUGUAYAN
PEÑAROL

79KG
RIGHT FOOTED
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STATS IN URUGUAY
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Forward passes /
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Offensive duels /
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TACTICAL ANALYSIS

Formiliano's defensive location on the
field stands out. He understands
where he has to be at, which allows
him to defend easier and not move
too far from his position. It helps him
recover many balls with a tiny effort.

Formiliano frequently makes
breaking-line passes. He has a great
pass quality, accomplishing breaking-
line passes and leaving rivals behind.
He has vision of play to find out
midfielders and attackers by passes
on the ground and straight to their
feet.

His height and strength promote how
good he is at the aerial play. His
positioning is important when
analyzing this aspect.  He has a good
jumping technique to hit both frontal
and lateral balls.It also makes him an
important player for set pieces.

Positioning Breaking-line passes Aerial play



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

Again, we analyze his focus on
positioning to take care of
teammate's back, even when
protecting the opposing fullback or
centre-back. He arrives in tackles well,
through his speed and strength. He
does not need to slide to tackle.

Formiliano is a footballer with
anticipation technique, mostly for
frontal balls. He holds the rival´s
striker until the last second and then
tries to recover the ball. He tries it
quick, looking for an oriented
deflection to build-up from the back.

Coverages Anticipations

He is a player with good defensive
1v1 technique. He uses his body to
overcome the rival and win the
possession. He positions in front of
the ball well. Once he recovers, he
passes to the closest teammate to try
advancing.

Strenght at defensive 1v1



Social Media

@titoformiliano@titoformiliano

https://www.instagram.com/titoformiliano/?hl=es
https://twitter.com/titoformiliano?lang=es

